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BUY TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New Book — 'The Real Anthony Fauci'

11/17/21 • COVID › VIEWS

In an opinion piece published Monday in Newsweek, journalist and political commentator

Lisa Boothe outlined the reasons she won’t get the COVID vaccine, pleading for a little

“common sense and bodily autonomy.”

By Jeremy Lo!redo

Miss a day, miss a lot. Subscribe to The Defender's Top News of the Day. It's free.

In an opinion piece published Monday in Newsweek, journalist and political
commentator Lisa Boothe outlined the reasons she won’t get the COVID vaccine.

“In a sane society, a personal decision [to not get vaccinated] would not warrant a
column, or even an explanation,” Boothe wrote. “But we do not live in a sane
society. As a healthy 36-year-old woman, COVID-19 does not pose a statistically
meaningful threat to my life. I have a 99.97 percent chance of survival.”

Boothe questioned the policy of testing only the unvaccinated “when it is now
clear the vaccinated are also spreading COVID.”

She also asked why natural immunity is being ignored and denied relevance
“despite over 100 research studies a!rm[ing] its e"ectiveness.”

Boothe noted many Americans are unaware of the actual risk posed by COVID.
She pointed to a Gallup poll showing 41% of Democrats believed the
unvaccinated have an over-50% risk of hospitalization, but according to Gallup,
the risk is actually 0.89%.

BUY TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New Book — 'The Real
Anthony Fauci'

Boothe also highlighted how President Biden originally told the American people
“you’re not going to get COVID if you have these vaccinations,” despite Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky’s admission
that “vaccinated people infected with Delta can transmit the virus,” and the
“vaccines can no longer prevent transmission.”

Boothe questioned how e"ective the vaccines are at preventing COVID death. She
referenced how former CDC director and now senior advisor to Maryland Gov.
Larry Hogan, Dr. Robert Red#eld, said 40% of the recent COVID deaths in the state
of Maryland were among the fully vaccinated. In Vermont, 76% of COVID deaths in
September were among the fully vaccinated, Boothe noted.

She also questioned the usefulness of worker mandates at a time when America
faces a worker shortage and a supply-chain crisis.

“Vaccine mandates in cities like New York have already shut down 26 #rehouses
due to sta" shortages,” Boothe wrote. “One hospital in upstate New York had to
stop delivering babies due to too many maternity workers resigning over the
mandate.”

Boothe ended with this: “I am praying the rest of the country wakes up from this
psychosis that has taken over. Is it too much to ask for a little common sense and
bodily autonomy?”
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MayorofNYC • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Is it too much to ask for a little common sense and bodily autonomy?”Boothe asked.

I been asking the same thing for the past 20 months.

But what surprises me is that Newsweek has published an article that dares questions the
elite's techno-fascist narratives and the wonderful future they have envisioned for the
world.

It appears that the truth will set us free!
 60△ ▽

Segue  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

The damage has already been done so now Newsweek is trying to save face. They
don't want to go down with the Titanic. Look at how Gates is also distancing
himself from mRNA tech, saying it doesn't work as well as planned blah blah blah.
Understatement of the decade. Watch how Fox and all the news outlets now try to
save face. Everyone who's going to get the shot has gotten it so big pharma has
made their billions and now don't feel threatened by a little bit of doubt. All the
better to drive the fear in deeper. Anxiety and regret can weaken the immune
system tremendously. Keep supporting the REAL truth tellers like this one. Don't
forget who forged that path, who did the hard work so that the big outlets could
ride on their coattails.

 19△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Segue

Yes, and after now admitting the mRNA vaccines are ineffective, he then
says we need a whole new set of vaccines for the whole world(which of
course he will sell).
He is just a salesman, and that was even true in his computer career.
Let the buyer beware.

 10△ ▽

Janetn963  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

So, when did this computer geek become a “medical expert” with
the power to make/distribute vaccines???
 6△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Janetn963

Right?! Self appointed “President of Earth”. And not even a
computer geek; he was a businessman who bought computer
programs from real Geeks(like 
MS DOS) and sold them to the masses, ruthlessly crushing other
products that could have bundled with MS products(they crushed
Netscape Navigator, for example). But he knew already how to
control public perception. Remember the image of the “poor young
guy working from a garage?” He went to Lakeside Prep School.
40,000$ a year for High School. His dad was a major banker. He was
actually a rich kid. Philanthropist? His foundation is dedicated to
making profit.
 5△ ▽

sabelmouse  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

anything he gives away comes with very negative consequences
attached.
 3△ ▽

sabelmouse  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

ah!
 2△ ▽

YCNAN  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Segue

EVEN IF THESE PEOPLE ARE ALL FOUND GUILTY NOTHING WELL
HAPPEN TO THEM. THE MEDIA WON'T REPORT AND BIDEN WON'T
ANSWER QUESTIONS. THEY HAVE THE GUILTY AS INNOCENT AND THE
INNOCENT AS GUILTY AS THEY'RE TRYING TO DO WITH
RITTENHUOUSE.
 7△ ▽

sabelmouse  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Segue

gates is?!
 2△ ▽

ke Cronin  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

Way way way back in time--- spring of 2020 Newsweek published an article on
Fauci's troubling past. They then stepped right back in line. At least they're
stepping out one more time

 23△  ▽ 1

MayorofNYC  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> ke Cronin

Did not realize that Newsweek did a hit-piece on Fauci last year. So perhaps
its true that some of our 'esteem' MSM is starting to see light the light at the
end of the tunnel or its just the techno-fascist manipulating the controlled
opposition to continue confusing the poor masses..

 14△ ▽

Susie Foletta  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

Ha! Ha! ".....or its just the techno-fascist manipulating the controlled
opposition." Never over-look that distinct possibility.

 12△ ▽

MayorofNYC  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Susie Foletta

Yeah you're right Susie, I really don't over look that distinct
possibility, but I try always not to sound like a conspiracy theorist,
since the harsh lessons that I have learned thru life in trying to
enlighten family, friends, and neighbors to the dystopian reality we
live in have taught me to be patient and not pedantic.

 10△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

RFKjr’s book is becoming a factor. Just getting through the fully cited
with original sources first chapter makes it clear that Fauci, the little
dictator, is going to go down as a mass murderer, who did it just for
ego, money and power. The question of course is how long it will
take?

 13△ ▽

Annette Cohen  • 6 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

I'm currently reading The Real Anthony Fauci, by Robert F. Kennedy
Jr. slowly and thoroughly (which is how I always read books.) I can't
recommend it highly enough. It is magnificent, even monumental.
Not only is the sheer quantity of mind-bogglingly powerful
information Kennedy presents astonishing, his writing style is
brilliant, colorful, engaging, lively, gripping. It's an absolutely amazing
accomplishment.

The question in my mind is this: Will any of the Covid Cult true
believers (of whom there are no doubt tens of millions, maybe far
more than that, in the US alone) deign to even open the book and
read a single sentence?

Everyone in my family except for me believes the covid and vax
propaganda from the media / government. I plan to give them copies
of the book. However, one of my two sisters is even more fanatic and
extreme in her adherence to the covid orthodoxy than your average
brainwashed, brain-dead, True Believer automaton. I debate in my
mind whether or not to give her a copy, for many reasons. A few of
them are:

1) She is so toxic to me that I don't want to have even the slightest
contact with her - for the rest of my life, hopefully, and beyond, if
possible.

2) I think the chance she'd even open the book is less than zero.

3) I think she'd probably throw it into her gas fireplace and burn it,
page by page, as soon as she opened the box it arrived in, and saw
what it is.

4) It's a waste of my money to give her a copy when I could give that
(or another) copy to someone who might actually read it.

I plan to give copies of this book to as many people as possible, (in
addition to my family,) including local public libraries, local city
officials, local school libraries, neighborhood Little Free Libraries,
etc. My brother and his wife will receive their copy today. My father
and my other sister will receive their copies tomorrow.
 2△ ▽

Sher  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Annette Cohen

It's useless to give it to her, as it sounds as if she is so mind
controlled it won't help her. We all need to watch those who seem
toxic to our energy field. But what a good deed you are doing by
giving the others the book. BRAVO!
 1△ ▽

SeeGreen  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Annette Cohen

I hope you and others also go to the online sites where the book is
being sold, and give it a five star rating, and even post a review.
What you have to say about the book is really powerful.
△ ▽

George Mead  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

The light at the end of the tunnel is the headlamp of an oncoming
train.
△ ▽

MayorofNYC  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> George Mead

If that's the only scenario to look forward to then we should just
submit and comply to the elites' dictates and become the obedient
serfs that they demand.
△ ▽

Clifton Webb  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> ke Cronin

How about Heir Dr Fauci spouting off that AIDS can be transmitted by
normal everyday contact. ABC News interview from early 80’s. He was a
dope then and still is.

 11△ ▽

Glyn Davies  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Clifton Webb

Not many talk about the criminal past of Doctor Tedross' chief of
World Health Org. Many say war crimes & genocide in Ethiopia
 9△ ▽

mike  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Glyn Davies

If you want to learn about the atrocities being committed around the
world check out, better yet subscribe, Health Impact News. 
Brian Shilhavy is the Editor and he's one of the many saints among
us. Believe me I don't use that term 'saint' lightly. He does his site to
share the information and not personal profit and has many, many
videos available on Bitchute, Rumble and more.

https://healthimpactnews.com/
 2△ ▽

Ruthiemae  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Yes, Health Impact News really does keep up with everything. He
has new information every day. A really dedicated fighter.
△ ▽

Jorge Clar  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Clifton Webb

Absolutely
△ ▽

Susie Foletta  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

An astute observation that I also made. Perhaps some worms are turning?
 5△ ▽

Gabriella Klein  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> MayorofNYC

Newsweek is owned by Saudis, I think by Al Jazeera. What have they got to lose?
 1△ ▽

Segue  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Gabriella Klein

Owned by IBT Media. To the best of my understanding, NOT Saudi. If
someone knows more, post it following
 2△ ▽

eccles  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Segue

isn’t EVERYTHING owned by vanguard & blackrock?
 2△ ▽

Gloria  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> eccles

Exactly!
△ ▽

Joe Kosugi • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Yes it is a mass psychosis, and the covid crisis is a psy-op right out of the CIA playbook
for destabilizing nations; terror; isolation(which is the most powerful psychological tool of
all) economic ruin due to lockdowns; the dictator du jour appears as “the only hope”, and
a dictatorship is born.

 54△  ▽ 1

Stuff Happens  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

Exactly correct. The way family, friends and neighbors have, and are, reacting to
covid is way beyond bizzare. It’s downright creepy.

 25△ ▽

Grumpy Granny  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Stuff Happens

I have a relative who stays away from large groups. Of course, she works in
retail. !!!
 4△ ▽

ME MCC  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Grumpy Granny

That's hilarious!
 2△ ▽

😶

rosemary howell

🙂

  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

Totally agree. I think those that never trusted the gov in the first place did not enter
this mass psychotic state, but those that thought (and still think), the gov are acting
in their best interest did.

 17△ ▽

Segue  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

https://odysee.com/@AfterSk...
△ ▽

Tonybel • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Excellent article. I've been asking people since the beginning to do their own research
from independent sources and learn the truth. Alas, no one seems to listen or do it.

 20△ ▽

Deborah M. Damascus • 10 days ago

• Reply •

And still, the new governor of NY is advising families to avoid the unvaxed when it's the
vaxed who are the super spreaders - I take one dose of Ivermectin a week as well as all of
daily vitamins recommended by the FLCCC Alliance - and the efficacy this protocol is
about or over 86%. So Gov - you don't know what you are talking bout - all you want to
do us separate families....again. BTW just started RFK's Fauci book - FANTASTIC - I
wonder if Tony is reading it.....

 30△  ▽ 2

MayorofNYC  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Deborah M. Damascus

YOU'RE RIGHT RFK, Jr's book IS FANTASTIC! I got it yesterday and I'm halfway
thru it, THANK YOU Mr. Kennedy for the courage and fortitude to stand up to the
tyrants!

 11△ ▽

Jennifer  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Deborah M. Damascus

Can you tell me please...is it the so called veterinary Ivermectin or were you
fortunate to get a prescription? I'm told there is no difference between the two, and
I do know one person who takes one dose weekly (according to body weight) of
the vet variety gel formulation. I am still somewhat wary.
 1△ ▽

Winna Libert  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

Right there w u. I have a tube of the horse paste that I got for the rats I
adopted a yr ago. Their dose was the tiniest amt so I have practically a
whole tube still. I haven't yet found anything else and have pondered
whether we should just take this stuff, appropriate dose of course, if we do
happen to get sick. I'd much prefer the script or at least the liquid vet form
but considering their efforts to deny access at a time when it should have
been made OTC..it may be this or nothing. I won't even get started on the
whole denying access thing..it's too infuriating and nonsensical.
 1△ ▽

Amber  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

@Jennifer there are several ways to get human grade online from a Dr
licensed to practice in your state and even have the prescription filled online
and delivered to your door. While I know people who successfully take vet
grade (their father was a vet and well versed in these things), I felt more
comfortable paying extra and having human grade. Best of luck and health
to you!
FLCCC | Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance
(www.covid19criticalcare.com)
https://americasfrontlinedo...
 1△ ▽

JanCarol Seidr  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Amber

Not true in Australia, doctors can be jailed for prescribing here. So
we're forced into vet supplies. I wish I could be lucky enough to get
human grade, but I'll take what I can get. It surely beats the jab!
△ ▽

Daniel Arnaud  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

There is also sweet wormwood (artemisinin) and herb that is anitparasitic.
Don't know if it's as effective as ivermectin, but it isn't a pharmaceutical.
△ ▽

Robin Gibson  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Daniel Arnaud

Madagascar uses it across the country. And even sells it to other
countries. It looks like it works!
△ ▽

Ron Franck  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

If you do chose to use veterinary Ivermectin be sure it's only Ivermectin and
not blended with another pesticide. It seems to have disappeared from the
shelves of our local farm stores. I don't know if this is because they are
attempting to limit our access to it or if people are buying it faster than it
can be restocked but I suspect the foremer. 
Personally, I have used it as well as my wife and neither of us have
experienced any side effects. Dosage according to bodyweight and mix
well with somethng sweet like applesauce to mask the bitter taste. Along
with our supplements like B. C, D, Zinc, Quercetin, Tumeric and Green Tea
Extract we have not been ill with a cold, flu, Covid or any other seasonal
illness. We get plenty of exersise, fresh air and outdoor sunlight. I might
add, we refuse to mask.
△ ▽

Terri Capinski  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

Cowboylogic.us Donna Fidicua and her husband. They both take it weekly.
They interviewed 11/14/21 a Dr. X who goes over the amts and such. Donna
used to be a Fox News Anchor. They are often on Real Voice America TV
app too, early morning on weekend.
△ ▽

JanCarol Seidr  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Deborah M. Damascus

Every week for first 10 weeks, then every other week. Don't OD on IVM, just a little
does a lot. However, for healing (if you get the virus) schizandra, pine needle or star
anise tea is essential for breaking up the spike. IVM just holds the spike hostage -
but the shikamic acid of these herbs helps break it up.
△ ▽

Christine S • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Wonderful to see the truth is getting out there. So many in main stream media are going to
be shown for the liars and worthless "journalists" they are. They have made a mockery of
their profession. And soon the world will turn its righteous wrath on those in power that
have and continue to push these lies. Starting with Fauci, Gates, CDC, FDA, and the
Dems. The truth will set us free.

 23△  ▽ 1

Gordon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Christine S

and I would add all the doctors who have been pushing this fraud to their patients
 24△ ▽

pegasi  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Christine S

Please don't forget the public 'health' system.
 6△ ▽

blessthebeasts  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> pegasi

Great point. Most (I hope) realize that the media often lies and distorts the
facts. Those same people trust the "healthcare" system and their minions
unless they have had personal adverse experiences. That's why it's doubly
criminal. Add in the "scientists" and government collusion and that's why
we're in a world of hurt.
 4△ ▽

YCNAN  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Christine S

TOTALLY CORRECT
△ ▽

Double_Up • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Suicides and deaths from the shots are the real pandemics.

 14△ ▽

John C Durham  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Double_Up

Letting everyone get the disease with out-patient treatments being made available
immediately from "over the counter" availability gives the immunity to a large
number of people quickly. This has been recommended by many doctors for over a
year and half. Big Pharma, the Government, Medical Assn, Hospitals, have been
opposed to these doctors and have tried to ruin every one of our BEST doctors.

Vaccines for more than a small percentage puts off general immunity and makes
for new variations showing up. The program we are on must be a deliberate plot to
use a disease to take over the governments of the World. No one is stupid enough
to have handled the Pandemic the way its been going.
 5△ ▽

Thomas Kitchen • 10 days ago

Just follow the money. It’s all about the Benjamin’s. Look at the close affiliation between
Fauci an Bill Gates.
Look at the affiliation between the FDA and the pharmaceutical companies. The
inoculations are being used 
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• Reply •

inoculations are being used 
to depopulate. (See: Henry Kissinger memorandum 200 back in 1975). Additionally, no
one knows what’s in 
these experimental inoculations. The mRNA inoculations are traveling to the reproductive
system and elsewhere in the host body. What needs to be ascertained is what is the
content of the inoculation. The 
masses “must” scientifically be made aware of the content of the inoculations. We the
people demand 
transparency!! What is the composition of the inoculations. Will there be long term
effects??? Transparency!!
is the solution. PERIOD!

 14△ ▽

drift2boat  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Thomas Kitchen

As they are experimental inoculations, my understanding is that their composition
varies from lot to lot.
 9△ ▽

Susie Foletta  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> drift2boat

Which would likely explain such differing side-effects.
 4△ ▽

Paul P Toimata  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Thomas Kitchen

The FDA just requested in court that Pfizer's safety data not be made public for 55
years!!!
 6△ ▽

Hadenoughofmedialies  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Paul P Toimata

The FDA is a joke, Half of their funding comes from Big Pharma the same
companies they are supposed to keep watch over. some of the board of
directors of Pfizer are former FDA bigshots, Don't worry,there are no
conflicts of interest. Nothing to see here.
 3△ ▽

JanCarol Seidr  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Thomas Kitchen

See what is in the blood after the shot, as well as what is in the shot itself, here:
https://odysee.com/@FTC-NL-...

It's long, but worth it.
△ ▽

slm • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Because natural immunity appears to be robust and the COVID-19 vaccines do not
eliminate transmission, many of those who make the personal choice to forgo vaccination
are in fact making a decision that is no less rational or science-based than those who
want the vaccine.

This scapegoating of the unvaccinated - many tens of millions of whom likely have better
immunities than the vaccinated - stems from the same psychological root as the
demonization of heretics, witches, etc. in the Middle Ages...and Colonial America.
- Jeffrey A Tucker

 12△ ▽

Ruthiemae • 10 days ago

• Reply •

I appreciate the case Boothe makes for not getting vaccinated, but I wish she had also
cited the data from VAERS, i.e, the high volume grievous injuries and deaths resulting
from the vaccines. These stories are heartbreaking and compelling and are what can get
the attention of people who may be inclined to blow off her other arguments as lofty and
self indulgent. Freedom of choice is the larger issue and she is right to place that front and
center, but not citing the vaccine injuries and deaths is to me a perplexing omission.

 11△ ▽

HuskieFan  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Ruthiemae

and now many many young healthy athletes from high school age, to college
student athletes, to young professional are literally dropping dead of heart attacks!
Sadly I fear there may be many more to come.
 6△ ▽

George Mead  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Ruthiemae

I would add the total lack of data regarding women (NOT PEOPLE) of childbearing
age and their offspring. Recommending this potion to them outside of trials is a
crime of biblical proportions.
 1△ ▽

James Robert Deal • 10 days ago

• Reply •

I agree. But I go further. In opposing mandatory Covid vaccination, we should not give the
other vaccines a pass. No vaccine should be mandatory nor routine nor required for
attendance at any school, college, or workplace. All vaccines cause adverse reactions. All
vaccines constitute and assault, and when pushed by government, directly or indirectly,
constitute a violation of the 14th Amendment. I am not against all vaccines. I am just
against the Covid vaccines, the flu vaccines, and all the customary childhood vaccines.
They are in a primitive state of development. Someday Big Pharma may produce a
vaccine that is truly safe, truly effective, and really necessary because a disease kills many
and kills quickly. But so far, all the vaccines mentioned are not ready for use. Because I
have not taken the Covid jab, I am imprisoned in the USA. I cannot sit down at Veggie Grill
to eat, although I can stand and wait for a carry out in a restaurant where no customers
are masked.

 10△ ▽

Tim White • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Many doctors and public health agency bureaucrats are also guilty of manipulative
pseudo-science. In the early weeks of the "pandemic" it was acceptable to break down
vulnerability and mortality according to age brackets. Now it is idiotic. We should expect
more "evidence-based" analysis from epidemiologists and virologists than babble from
Pharma Pimps. What are the predisposing health conditions? A year and a half is enough
time to generate useful data. But no, that would discredit the vaccine as miracle panacea
obsession.

 10△ ▽

Isthisthingon  • 10 days ago

see more

• Reply •

> Tim White

Just shows us who is really in charge of our "health". Every single position in
government which had power to hold the line of accountability and serve the
people, has lost all trust! Every single person who didn't step into the light to
expose this corruption, should be fired and held accountable along with the perps.
Taking an Oath is supposed to mean something in this country! Without our
agreements, we are nothing. Heads need to roll! Fauci needs to go to prison!

https://forbiddenknowledget...

Recently I heard a BIPOC person say, "Why do we need to keep fighting for our
Rights in America, over and over, don't we have documents which already give us
our equality?"

"Corruption" along with "weakness within" is why we have to keep fighting over
and over! Of course, the whole system is also rigged and ran from the
shadows...up holding a failed socioeconomic capitalistic structure that simply
doesn't work for anyone but the criminal elite--total Pyramid Ponzi Scheme of the
highest order. Corporations being people, good freaking grief on that BS!

Students don't even get the Constitutional education they should be receiving in

 3△ ▽

Sabrina Balsky • 10 days ago

• Reply •
nice to see an intelligent reporter we so need more of these
 7△ ▽

Dr T • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Completely agree!
 7△ ▽

TR M • 10 days ago

• Reply •

https://aaronsiri.substack....

"The FDA has asked a federal judge to make the public wait until the year 2076 to
disclose all of the data and information it relied upon to license Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine.
That is not a typo. It wants 55 years to produce this information to the public. "

ROTFLMAO AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN.

I wonder which we will get to see first? The JFK docs or the Pfizer docs? LOL.
 6△ ▽

George Mead  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> TR M

If you are alive today, you ain't going to live long enough.
△ ▽

Cartoon • 9 days ago

• Reply •

IF the vaccinated are spreaders, then why would they be allowed to go to work, eat
unmasked in restaurants, enter museums, and fly in airplanes? WOULD SOMEONE
PLEASE XPLAIN THIS LOGIC TO ME?
 5△ ▽

Kim from Brooklyn  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Cartoon

Because supposedly, and I say this very tongue in cheek, IF, the vaccine lesson
symptoms of covid, then those jabbed are spreading the virus more because they
do not know they are sick. But then again, from the very beginning, they said
"asymptomatic" could spread the virus....

Which is a bunch of bull. So basically, if a person has no symptoms of a cold, they
are not sick. Period. Vaccinated or not.
 3△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Cartoon

Because they paid off the pharma mob when they got vaxxed. They paid the
protection.
△ ▽

George Mead  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Cartoon

I would try if there was any logic to it but there ain't any
△ ▽

Porge  • 6 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Cartoon

Maybe you should ask the CDC, or better yet ask Dr.Fauci that same question, I
would love to hear that answer 

😄

△ ▽

DLT88 • 9 days ago

• Reply •

The question should never be "Why am I not getting vaccinated" but should be "Why are
YOU getting a depopulation shot?"
 4△ ▽

Winna Libert • 9 days ago

• Reply •

The media would lead u to believe all these staff shortages are due to working conditions
and wages ONLY. U never hear them covering anti vax movements, only mocking us. I'd
say I'm positive we'll have the last laugh, but nothing about this is/will be funny.
 4△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 6 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Winna Libert

Yes! The staffing shortages are due to the mandates; even for school bus drivers
where I am, a severe shortage. We used to get a lot of retirees. Now they simply
don’t apply; to make a paltry salary they have to risk a never ending series of
deadly injections. Be unable to even breathe properly due to masks. And deal with
kids whose behaviors are off the charts due to lockdowns, and the attendant shots
and masks. The many who have been duped into believing masks, house arrest,
and mandates for a continual series of dangerous shots are not insane, need to
wake up.
△ ▽

WaterGenie • 9 days ago

• Reply •

My book was delivered late yesterday. I can't put it down. I can't wait to share with my
disbelieving family!
 4△ ▽

Rick Landry • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Here is an amazingly encouraging piece; it offers some encouragement during these
darkening times.

Austria rises up against “health dictatorship
16th November 2021 - 3:39 pm by Emilien Lacombe
@frenchdailynews.com.
 4△ ▽

sabelmouse • 4 days ago

• Reply •

most of us were vaccinated as children, some even as adults but this is NOT a vaccine.
so nobody is vaccinated with this ET.
 3△ ▽

YoMama221 • 9 days ago

• Reply •
Lisa Boothe is a hero. So proud of her for standing up.
 3△ ▽

Maxwell • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Excuse me but we have tens of millions of vaccines set to expire in a month and some
business to do.
 3△ ▽

Timon Autolycus • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Mass Psychosis: Monkey see, monkey do. Folk wisdom that defies most of the elite
experts & most of the elite educated. The paranoid parade of pandemic poppycock. With
a little help from some statistics, which are always at best dubious: quantitative
measurements unguided by qualitative consideration & moral conscientiousness. Science
peddling its latest experiments with empirical blinkers, utilitarian methods, & mercenary
motives. How lucky can we be? How reasonable is ratiocination? How sane is the brain?
Simian Psychosis: Evolutionary descent of humankind.
 2△ ▽

Don Paul • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Comments from the Defenders' readers are characteristically sharp and knowledgeable
and spot-on. I love to see 'techno-fascist' and 'psy-op out of the CIA playbook' enter
discussions. They so get to clarifying points. Here's a piece with 'Nine Healthy Links' to
good Doctors and rebellions. https://donpaulwearerev.com... Also Dr. Paul Marik goes to
Court in Norfolk, VA tmw to win from the Sentara Corporation his ability to save people's
lives with Ivermectin-based protocols.
 2△ ▽

Michelle And-Joe Shahid • 6 days ago

• Reply •

An informed public is bad for drug company profits. That's really all you need to know
about the how and why of all this. If you follow the money, I'll bet every dime I've ever
made that the people pushing the jab are getting either money or power from it somehow.
 1△ ▽

Andrew Sellars • 6 days ago

• Reply •

I've ordered JFK Jrs book and waiting for it to arrive. I've nearly finished reading Sharri
Marksons book What really happened in Wuhan and its a real eye opener. Not only does it
show that the virus was manipilated in a lab but that the lab leak theory is the most likely
cause of the pandemic. The Wuhan lab comes under the durisdiction of the Chinese
military. Facci and his hobgolblins are not the only crimminals here. Not only have
militaries from many countries accross the globe been funding research there but also
many academic insitutions accross the world.

Countries who are imposeing harsh lockdowns again, forcing vaccination on people who
haven't had it are countries who are neck deep in shit. Australia and their sabre rattling at
China is a distraction from the fact they have been heavily involved in funding and working
with Wuhan. Same goes for the EU and the US and the UK.

People are begining to realise that they have been conned. I've been conned. Fool me
once then shame on you - fool me twice then shame on me. May people know something
is wrong but prefer to keep their heads in the sand because thats where they feel safe.
Ignorance is not bliss, for many it will be servitued and death.

The booster is really being pushed here in the UK. Mine isn't due until the end of Dec but
I'm being bombarded with text messages/email reminders from the NHS to get the
booster now.
 1△ ▽

talltreetrader • 6 days ago

see more

• Reply •

All a manufactured crisis! the C-19 is patented and the "Jab" is also patented, in 2017.
Think about it!
All countries that have refused lock downs, masks and vaccination mandates are thriving,
with less deaths and hospitalizations.

 1△ ▽

Akita Girl  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> talltreetrader

What a Great saying. I know the Bible talks about "Beware the Great Illusion, for
many will fall for it". I have to wonder if this is "it"
△ ▽

Andrew Sellars  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Akita Girl

Personally I don't think it is. Covid is the pre-lim, the warm up. The Great
Illusion is the Digital Passport. People will fall for it on the grounds that it will
make people feel safer and that their lives will be easier and simple. People
will be led to believe they will have more free time. Everything is just a click
away. Look at advertising - on your phone everything is just a click away.
Look at what is happening in China with their Credit System. It's never
mentioned in the MSM as it is the end game for us in the West. Once you're
in you can never get out.
△ ▽

Julie Nordstrom • 7 days ago

• Reply •

Yes, agreed, thank you for publishing this. The censorship as well amongst everything else
mentioned. What an incredible psychological phenomena that's occurring among some of
most educated population.
 1△ ▽

Joan Hampton • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Eventually this will all come out like the Russia collusion hoax And the same players who
pushed that relentlessly will be exposed and have egg on their faces.Can't wait !
 1△ ▽

disqus_UTz9mL2FV9 • 9 days ago

• Reply •

This has been in the making, in its modern form, since 1947 and the creation of the
lawless CIA. Factor in the development of bioweapons and GMOs by the pharmaceuticals
and other corporations; the proliferation of nuclear facilities; the advent of geoengineering
used in weather warfare and presently, terraforming the earth right from under our feet; the
creation of the Corporate/Police state and the handwriting on the wall is crystal clear.
Even now, however, facing these threats as well as approaching catastrophic climate
collapse, the majority still remain comatose. But the thing that frightens me the most is the
creation of nanotechnology and the ability to construct microscopic machines and self-
constructing parts of machines that can be injected into living bodies. These very small
machines rain down on us from nanoparticle dispersions in the sky (when was the last
time you saw a pristine, solid blue sky--even on television or at the movies), in our food, in
our water, in our vaccines, in our medicines. What's fast approaching is the brave, new
world of computer-controlled Transhumans.
 1△ ▽

paul arrowsmith • 9 days ago

• Reply •
Yes well said " Here Here" !
 1△ ▽

Terri • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Amen!!
 1△ ▽

Jon Dough • 3 days ago • edited

see more

• Reply •

Since... ALL 21ST Century so-called "viruses," are man-made, in a lab, using synthetics,
and NOTHING form "nature," so they can be "PATENTED!" 
AND some of us HAVE the PATENTS PROOVE THIS!

Ivermectin is even PATENTED, and sold by Merck in 1999 under "PATENT!"

Look up, and download, and STUDY...
Diamond v. Chakrabarty :: 447 U.S. 303 (1980)

Since they are NOT form "nature," and are NOT made by, or originate from "nature" than
they are IN FACT, "BIO-WEAPONS, when released into any population!

So this is NOT about viruses, or pathogens, or funguses, or what the FLIP "they" are
falsely NAMED, as such.... they are NOT DERIVED from "nature!"

So it is NOT "nature" releasing these Deadly diseases, on the population, because they
are NOT "diseases" in the first, and FORMOST, contemplation of anything from "nature"

BIO-WEAPONS are not "viruses," or molds, or fungi, or vaccines (which are PATENTED
ALSO,) or what ever they choose to name their DEADLY WEAPONS, they are "DEADLY

△ ▽

Tony Ryan • 5 days ago

• Reply •

Worker shortages will be met by massive immigration programmes. regardless of their
lack of qualifications and experience.The oligarchs simply do not care if hospitals can't
cope.

"Conspiracy theorists" who predicted UN troops in America, who were met with scoffing,
will soon be vindicated. This will be cold comfort to those who saw this coming 15 years
ago.
△ ▽

benevolent_dictator • 6 days ago • edited

• Reply •

That was a useless testimony of nothing but feelings. Typical journalist void of STEM skills
and no reference to valuing liberty and rights over a false security. Totally useless
testimony of blah blah blah
△ ▽

Siglund • 6 days ago

• Reply •

Was reading about Fauci in the bible tonight...

Jeremiah 5:23-31 NLT:

"My people have stubborn and rebellious hearts. They have turned away and abandoned
me. They do not say from the heart, 'Let us live in awe of the LORD our God, for he gives
us rain each spring and fall, assuring us of a harvest when the time is right.'

"Your wickedness has deprived you of these wonderful blessings. Your sin has robbed
you of all these good things.

"Among my people are wicked men who lie in wait for victims like a hunter hiding in a
blind. They continually set traps to catch people. Like a cage filled with birds, their homes
are filled with evil plots.

"And now they are great and rich. They are fat and sleek, and there is no limit to their
wicked deeds. They refuse to provide justice to orphans and deny the rights of the poor.

"Should I not punish them for this?" says the LORD. "Should I not avenge myself against
such a nation? A horrible and shocking thing has happened in this land - the prophets
give false prophecies, and the priests rule with an iron hand. Worse yet, my people like it
that way!

"But what will you do when the end comes?"
△ ▽

freedomandjusticeforall • 6 days ago

• Reply •
This is the ONLY legit discussion of vaccine mandates I've seen on MSM
△ ▽

Fr. David Telemond • 6 days ago

• Reply •

There used to be a time when the American people for the most part were pragmatic. If a
person had "common sense" this could trump having a college education. No more. The
United States of America is now a country composed basically of eccentrics.
△ ▽

Nancy Farano • 6 days ago

• Reply •

Since Gates is so involved with the so-called "vaccination" against C-19, and
depopulation is so dear to his heart, I have to wonder why the leftist governments are so
adamant about everyone being jabbed to the point that they offer the shots free. Since
when does the government offer free healthcare? If you have cancer, is your treatment
free? I've had plenty of real vaccinations (polio, MMR, pneumonia, Hep, etc) and paid for
every one of them. Since children are not in danger from Covid, I have to wonder if they
aren't the real target. Soften up all the adults so we accept giving this shot to little kids.
Why 5 to 11 year olds? Is it maybe because they haven't reached puberty yet? If the
Covid vax can influence fertility, the effects for this age group wouldn't be apparent for
two or three decades when they are 35 - 40 years old and wonder why they never
conceived any kids. Instant population drop that would satisfy the United Nations Agenda
2030
△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 6 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Nancy Farano

The ‘free shots’ are a wealth transfer scheme; each ‘free’ shot takes taxpayer
money and pays it to big pharmaceutical. The patents on the moderna jab is half
owned by NIH, so our taxpayer funds go to the captured regulatory agencies as
well. This is proven to be the greatest upward transfer of wealth in history. Same
for testing; tomorrow thousands of public schools will do “pooled testing”. All the
money from all those ‘free’ tests goes from our taxes right to the pharmaceutical
companies that make them. Those pharmaceutical companies “donate” (: millions
to the CDC via the CDC Foundation. They also have numerous other conflicts of
interest.
 1△ ▽

ME MCC • 6 days ago

• Reply •

I'm glad people are optimistic, but have you noticed that this is world-wide? This
awakening has to happen internationally or we are all still lost.
△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> ME MCC

French and Italians are protesting daily; French bring food and sit, in large
numbers, right outside ‘vaxxed only’ cafes. Like Gandhi, non compliance in large
numbers ends it.
△ ▽

el Gallinazo • 6 days ago

• Reply •

It does appear psychotic that our overlords should push such an ineffective remedy as the
fake vaccines to combat the purported cv-1984 illness, which was called 'the seasonal
flu' as little as two years ago. However, if the purpose of these fake vaccines is not to
combat this mythical disease, but rather to transform the genome of the entire human
species into the non-human v. 2.0, then the mandates are not psychotic, but rather
psychopathic. If a few billion people should die in the process because their bodies and
immune systems resist this transformation, well that is the price of progress.
△ ▽

peter webster • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Herd immunity no, herd madness I'm afraid so:

“In reading the history of nations, we find that, like individuals, they have their whims and
their peculiarities; their seasons of excitement and recklessness, when they care not what
they do. We find that whole communities suddenly fix their minds upon one object, and go
mad in its pursuit; that millions of people become simultaneously impressed with one
delusion, and run after it, till their attention is caught by some new folly more captivating
than the first. We see one nation suddenly seized, from its highest to its lowest members,
with a fierce desire of military glory; another as suddenly becoming crazed upon a
religious scruple; and neither of them recovering its senses until it has shed rivers of blood
and sowed a harvest of groans and tears, to be reaped by its posterity…. Men, it has
been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only
recover their senses slowly, and one by one.” (Mackay, C. Extraordinary Popular Delusions
& the Madness of Crowds, preface to the edition of 1852.)
△ ▽

void • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Some doctors - very very few of them - can't keep up with their corrupted souls. Then
take a decision to end the story:
https://www.moet-wakker.nl/...
△ ▽
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Children's Health Defense  is a 501(c)3 non-pro#t organization. Its mission is to end
childhood health epidemics by working aggressively to eliminate harmful exposures,

hold those responsible accountable, and to establish safeguards so this never happens
again.
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